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THIS WEEK

Brzezinski Coup Attempt
Threatens Thermonuclear War
During the monill of August the National Security

the U.S. dollar is treated as dispensable because the

Council under Zbigniew Brzezinski has moved to take

U.S. is valued only as an enforcer and not a producer
in a renewed cold war. Finally this is the real context

operational control of the U.S. government. This fact
several

in which the U.S. tolerates, even allies, with the Nazi
Falange and the Begin government because it serves

The facts that demonstrate this takeover are these:

the NSC's strategic aims.
Complicit in Brzezinski's attempted takeover are

has'

been

reported

by

high

officials

in

executive departments.
beginning

in

early

August

intervened to back up

Brzezinski

James

personally

Schlesinger

in an

attempt to sabotage the proposals by Prime Minister

Walter Mondale, the architect of the war on Congress,
James R. Schlesinger and W.M. Blumenthal. It is the

Fukuda that Japan and the U.S. cooperate to develop
fusion energy. The same pair forced a review of the

policies of these men that have caused the collapse of

agreement that Dresser industries would send oil
technology to the Soviet Union. Then while top

administration will rebound in the polls.
Everyone should realize that three decisive steps

officials were absent,

must be taken to avert disaster: 1. the United States
should fully support the actions of our European allies

Schlesinger and

Brzezinski

formed a voting majority to suspend the deal.
The fact that the deal has now gone through does
nothing to change the fact that the NSC has been busy
getting control of policy on trade-related matters.
Memoranda were sent by the NSC during the last ten
days of August to heads of executive departments
setting forth new guidelines of control over these
departments.
Finally, on Aug. 26, the NSC promulgated as policy
the view that the Soviets could be discounted as a
threat in the Middle East because they were too pre
occupied with dissension in the Socialist Bloc and by

President Carter's popularity. Fire them and the

and Arab friends to support a new credit facility for
world development initiated by the West Germans and
French at Bremen and ratified by Western leaders at
Bonn. 2. The U.S. should make explicit to Israel that
any adventurous course she may undertake in the
Lebanon, towards the Syrians, or that threatens the
Saudi oil fields will be taken without hope of U.S.
assistance.

3.

There

must

be

gain day-to-day control of the U.S. government. It
means that a man obsessed with the exclusive aim to
confront the Soviet Union anywhere and everywhere
in the world will be in a position to make this aim the
official policy of the U.S. government. From the
standpoint of the Soviet Union any further aggrandize
ment of power by the NSC would be tantamount to

congressional

far beyond its original congressional mandate to
coordinate, not make, policy.
-Stephen Pepper

China's threat on its flank.
All of this adds up to the fact that Brzezinski under
the pretext of centralizing functions is attempting to

a

investigation of the usurpation of powers by the NSC

Europe, Mideast Allies
Counter War Drive
The efforts to impel the U.S. onto a confrontation
path with the Soviet Union are well known to

confirming that the Carter Administration is willing to

America's allies in Europe and the Middle East. These

play the "China Card," that is the attempted encircle

forces are alreadY moving to insure that their efforts

ment of the Soviet Union. Under these circumstances

for peace and economic stability successfully under

the Soviet Union would have no choice but to use their

cut the Brzezinski and allied London factions' drive

war-winning

first

strike

capability

long

before

Brzezinski's encirclement plan was in place.
This is the real political context in which Camp

for World War III.
Despite the blackmail pressures of a contrived
"East European spy scandal" mobilized against the

David is taking place. This is the real context in which

leaders of West Germany by

U.S. trade, technology and food produce are beiQg

Helmut Schmidt's government has stated plainly that

viewed as weapons. This is the real context in which

West Germany will not
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fight
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Britain's war,

and
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intimated strongly that. should the Brzezinski policy
prevail in the United States.

West Germany will

between the government and General Haig." he said.
At the same time. Chancellor Schmidt has insisted

declare neutrality!

emphatically during two election addresses during the

Of particular importance is the statement of West
German military official General von Bulow, reported

embodied in the trade and development agreements

in the daily Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, that his
government disagrees with NATO Secretary-General
Alexander Haig on the

"Autumn Reforger

1978"

past week that the core of his political strategy is
signed earlier this year with Soviet President Leonid
Brezhnev.
From the

Mideast

came

a

similar

message.

maneuvers. The newspaper reported that von Bulow

Syrian Foreign Minister Kaddam has responded to the

spoke of a "quarrel" between his country and NATO

floating of the proposal to extend NATO or NATO-type

because "the (West German) government doesn't like.

deployments to the Middle East by calmly reporting to

these kinds of maneuvers." Among the most massive

other Middle East Arab leaders that through the

in NATO history. the Autumn Reforger manuevers

Soviet nuclear umbrella the Syrians - and other

have a specific anti-Soviet political significance at this

willing Arab states - have the capacity to counter any

time. They were privately described by a French

such strategic policy.
Meanwhile the Shah of Iran. in an interview with the

defense

ministry

source

as

"a

strictly

political

matter, and we will deal with it that way. They are not

East German Neues Deutschland on the eve of his

normal strategic maneuvers."

visit to that country. called for "political cooperation

Even more significant than von Bulow's remarks was
the West German government's subsequent unpre
cedented official confirmation of a fight between West

on

the

international

level."

And

Greek

Foreign

Minister Ralis is currently in Moscow reviewing the
Mideast and Mediterranean situation. planning an

Germany and NATO. On Sept. 7 Chancellor Schmidt's

exchange

press spokesman Klaus Bolling told reporters that

Karamanlis. and signing major economic deals for
shipping, nuclear power, oil. and aluminum plants.

indeed there was a "quarrel," but added that it had
been

·"settled."

"There

are

no

more

of

visits

by

Brezhnev

and

Greece's

problems

New Anti-USlP Assassination Threats
LaRouche targeted by Block-Guelph Zionist terror networks
Debra Hanania-Freeman, the U.S. Labor Party

prominent Labor Party spokesmen and candidates in

endorsed candidate for U.S. Congress from Baltimore,

the U.S. and Europe. This pattern is striking evidence

was threatened at gun point on Sept. 5 in broad day

that the City of London and its international Zionist

light. As she attempted to enter her campaign head
quarters, Hanania-Freeman was approached by a

Lobby-Anti-Defamation League agents are now pre
paring for a hit against Lyndon LaRouche. who is the

black youth who put a large revolver to her head and

author

threatened: "You go in there and I'll blow your head
off." The youth and a female accomplice took the
candidate's pocketbook and fled on foot.
The next night, Stuart Rosenblatt, the U.S. Labor
Party City Council candidate in Washington, D.C..
was shot at with a BB gun as he entered an apartment
building where a number of Labor Party members
live. Rosenblatt was returning from a candidates'
night where he had given a lenghty presentation on the
Order of Malta's control over International terrorism
and drug running and

the

Order's

assassination

of

the

International

Development

Bank

approach to a new world monetary system adopted at
Bremen in July to replace the British-corrupted Inter
national Monetary Fund.
Furthermore, in all important details, it is the same
pattern of harassment and assault that emerged
immediately prior to an attempted assassination of
LaRouche on July 16 in Detroit, Mich. - including the
use of black youth to do the Zionist Lobby's dirty work.
It has been reported and confirmed by intelligence
services of various nations that such a campaign of
terror and assassination is, in fact. "live."

efforts against USLP Chairman Lyndon H. LaRouche,
Jr. and other leading sponsors of the Bonn-Bremen
accords.

The Conspiracy to Murder Then . .

These latest incidents against members of the U.S.

The previous assassination operation against
LaRouche began in the first week of July with the

Labor Party are part of an international pattern of

publication and circulation of a slander montage

assaults, attempted assassination,

against the U.S. Labor Party under the letterhead of
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and slander of
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